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EDITORIAL
Dear Reader,
This year our annual conference took place in Coimbra and, due to
exceptional circumstances, later than usual, in the last trimester of the
year. The theme of the conference was chosen to be the social and
economic impact of research carried out in the Urban and Transport
Planning fields, with a particular focus on the wide and diversified range of
projects currently pursued in CITTA.
Between keynote and invited speakers we had the honour and pleasure
to have in the final plenary session the President of the FCT (the
Portuguese Foundation for Science and Technology), Prof. Paulo Ferrão
who shared with the audience the main policy lines and initiatives of the
Foundation for the next years. The conference ended with a roundtable,
which gathered the Directors of almost all the Portuguese research centres
that have been focusing their research on planning and transports,
providing a unique national overview of the potentials, challenges and
difficulties this important group of R&D centres, including all together
more than six hundred senior and PhD researchers, have been facing in
recent years.
The discussion was frank and open. The FCT President announced that,
soon, all R&D units would be subject to a nationwide evaluation process
based on new procedures, set of criteria and assessment methodology. The
idea would be to balance (if not reduce) the importance of scientific
publishing through the traditional bibliometric indicators with other
indicators associated to the economic and social relevance of research and,
in particular, with the capacity of each Centre and research group to
engage in research projects involving the industry and, in general, the
‘outside world’, diversifying and strengthening in this way, the sources of
research funding.
The procedural and administrative difficulties associated with channeling
research-funding programmes through the Regional Coordination
Commissions (CCDR), clearly unprepared to deal with the specificities of
scientific research funding and assessment was also debated. A common
understanding emerged that fundamental changes in this respect have to
be introduced, as soon as possible, strengthening the coordinating and
harmonization role of the FCT to counterbalance the rather different
assessment approaches that have been adopted, so far, by each CCDR.
Also debated was the FCT’s timely and innovative proposal to create the
so-called ‘scientific employment’ to offer better and more stable working
conditions to postdoctoral researchers who are not members of the
academic staff of our universities. Although recognizing the potential
virtues of this proposal, a common concern emerged among the R&D
centres present at the conference that a number of administrative and
financial obstacles may arise from the universities side. On one hand, there
are the likely difficulties of integrating these new positions as assistant
professors given the present general budget and administrative constraints
to hire new academic staff. The proposal would be to distribute the costs
of these new positions between the universities (1/3) the research centres
(1/3) and the FCT (1/3). On the other hand, some R&D centres expressed
the view that the instable funding situation in which they operate at
present is not compatible with the long-term financial commitments the
FCT proposal would require. The FCT President announced, in this respect,
that soon new information would be released to clarify the nature, role and
the contractual conditions under which this new scientific employment will
be deployed.
Finally, I would like to express my gratitude to the LOC and the Scientific
Committee of the 9th CITTA Conference, in particular to my colleague
António Pais Antunes and to Oxana Tchepel and Arminda Almeida for all
their work and dedication that made this year’s conference a most
successful and enjoyable scientific event.
Paulo Pinho
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RESEARCH GROUP 4
CITTA’s Transport Engineering and Management group research topics and
priorities are centred over three main research subjects: transport
infrastructure design and management; road users’ behaviour and safety
analyses; and optimum design and operation of road elements and
networks.
Over 2016, one of the main topics addressed within the first subject has
been the evaluation, management and mitigation of risk particularly that
related to natural events, and mostly from a geotechnical perspective
related to transportation infrastructures, with a main focus on earthquakeinduced liquefaction. Another relevant area of work has been the
development and implementation of a Multi-objective Decision-Aid Tool for
pavement management considering quality, maintenance and rehabilitation
costs, user costs, and the residual value of pavements, as well as the
development of a Life-Cycle Assessment (LCA) system, also for pavement
management, considering quality, comfort, and environment. Finally,
within this main research subject continuous work has been done over the
years on the development and implementation of an energy harvesting
system for implementation on road pavements that converts vehicles’
kinetic energy into electricity. This line of work is being continued within a
new PTDC research project, PAVENERGY - Pavement Energy Harvest
Solutions, which has started on June of 2016, and is due to last three years.
The road users’ behavior and safety main research subject is being
developed through a number of research topics, namely driver behavior
modeling, namely addressing the evaluation of the influence of personality
traits on driver behavior, and the level of risk assumed and driver's
aggressiveness, but also the evaluation of driver behavior (driving and
cognitive performance) under alcohol influence. Work is also being done in
the development of road environment scenarios for virtual reality, within
the context of virtual simulation (oculus rift) versus driving simulator. A
PTDC project, named ‘Analysis of pedestrian behavior based on simulated
urban environments and its incorporation in risk modeling (AnPeb)’, with a
CITTA team involvement has just started in June 2016.
Road safety research is also at the center of focus, namely through a
program involving the implementation of MAIS classification of victims’
severity, considering misreporting and underreporting issues and analysis of
risk factors on injury severity. Accident frequency and severity prediction
modelling is also an area of work, namely that related with accidents
involving motorcycles. Speed management research work has been focusing
on models to estimate operational speed, and on methodologies for speed
limits specification based on characteristics of the road and its
surroundings.
Finally, within the third main research subject work is currently focused
on roundabouts’, particularly turbo-roundabouts, integrated evaluation,
and on efficient use of real-time information on traffic signals
optimization. Work is also being done on management of metro systems
and of urban emergency medical services in dynamic cities.
Álvaro Seco
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